
Enterprise Vault and Merge1
Archiving beyond email with Veritas.

OVERVIEW 

Although email is still heavily used by many organizations, 

more and more business communications are occurring on 

new digital mediums, like social media, instant messaging 

and mobile communications. 

Capturing these communications has become essential for: 

• Compliance with industry and government regulations. 

• Support of eDiscovery efforts for legal cases and 

investigations. 

• Retention of communications for corporate governance 

and other mandates. 

• Internal policies from HR or legal to keep business 

communications on file.

Merge1 complements Veritas Enterprise Vault™ and Veritas 

Enterprise Vault.cloud to extend archiving broadly to data 

sources most relevant to your regulatory compliance, internal policies and eDiscovery initiatives.

CAPTURE

Extensive data source support—Capture more than 80 popular message types, including social media, instant messaging, mobile 

communications, financial platforms and cloud-based content.

KEY BENEFITS

Capture all relevant content—Common platform for 80+ 

content sources lets you consolidate your data into a single 

archive repository— Enterprise Vault or Enterprise Vault.cloud

Reduce discovery costs—Streamline supervision and 

eDiscovery processes by centralizing all your captured data  

and managing unstructured information in a consistent manner.

Minimize risk and ensure compliance—Improve compliance with 

industry and government regulations, such as the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR), MiFID II, SEC 17-a4 and many 

others by capturing relevant electronic content beyond email.
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Capture filtering—Configure content source capture based on date 

range to optimize initial capture operation. 

Message threading—Pull the whole conversation, consisting of many 

interactions, into one archivable item.

Native capture—Captures from content source via native APIs.

ARCHIVE 

Seamless archive integration—Store content from Merge1 to 

Enterprise Vault and Enterprise Vault.cloud.

Common metadata indexing—Collect existing metadata or create 

custom metadata to assign to archived items to enable consistent 

classification, discovery and supervision across all content.

Dynamic import scheduling—Prioritize when content should be sent to 

the archive to avoid conflict with other important archiving processes.

Envelope journaling—Preserve original sender/receiver and date/time, ensuring accuracy during archiving and improves visibility of 

archived content for end user search, discovery and supervision.

Multi-destination archiving—Send Merge1 data to multiple locations at once, helping simplify migrations, for example, from Enterprise 

Vault to Enterprise Vault.cloud.

SUPERVISE AND DISCOVER

Veritas Information Classifier integration

• Use classification to include or exclude content from supervisory review to ensure that only the necessary content is presented for 

review.

• Apply standard or custom classification tags to help ensure the most important content is retained for the required period and 

presented for search, discovery or review.

Review content by original content source type—Makes review of content easier.

Subject prefixes—Simplify review process by adding metadata to the subject line (for example, adding the content type, such as 

“Bloomberg:”, to the subject line of a message).

Monitored user filtering—Allows capture of all content, where required, but archives content for monitored users only.

MANAGE

Flexible deployment—Deploy Merge1 on-premises or in the cloud.

Ingestion flexibility—Supports ingestion via API, journal archiving or SMTP archiving allowing customers to conform to their current 

archiving architecture.

Connector auto-update—Update only specific data source connectors as enhancements become available.

Consolidated management—Manage/add/remove all connections from a single pane of glass and immediately view, via our dashboard, 

which data sources you are capturing the most on a daily or trending basis.

Merge1 offers a wizard-driven workflow to help 
simplify configuring data sources to capture.
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FOR A LIMITED TIME, VERITAS IS OFFERING A MERGE1 

BUNDLE OF FIVE CONNECTORS FOR THE PRICE OF THREE 

OR A CAPTURE EVERYTHING SUBSCRIPTION MODEL. 

Bundle Offer 1 – Partners can now sell any five Merge1 

connectors for the price of three, on-prem, SaaS or SaaS hosted. 

Based on the current customer climate, financial services and 

collaboration-type connectors have been the best-sellers in the 

last 12 months. Connectors such as Symphony, Bloomberg, 

Microsoft Teams, Slack, Zoom etc. All 80+ Merge1 connectors 

are eligible for this program and can be mixed and matched.  

Easily manage and monitor all your Merge1 
data sources from the dashboard.

FINANCIAL PLATFORMS PORTFOLIO

Benefits of Merge1 for financial services firms:

ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION PLATFORMS PORTFOLIO

The ideal combination of power and simplicity:

Offer 2 – This offer is unique, offering a one-, two- or three-year 

subscription to the entire Merge1 connectors portfolio for unlimited 

users, including support..

• Archive and eDiscovery platform-agnostic. 

• On-prem or cloud deployment—customer’s choice. 

• Fully customizable. 

• Easy to set up and deploy.

• Avoid fines, penalties and other enforcement actions by 

regulatory bodies such as the SEC and FINRA.

• Mitigate risk involving internal investigations, external audits 

and lawsuits.

• Reduce compliance-related costs and recurring fees.
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